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after college I can look
at rocks."
Desi Jones
"Classics 222 with David
Lupher— he didn't let you
get away with anything—
he expected the same out of




prepared me for what I





It taught me that reality
doesn't exist."
(
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acade
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Young
CA
Back, Left to Right. Lisa Vanden Broek, Greg Elliott, Andy Rex, Bernie Bates, Fred Slee
Bottom Row. Patricia Sperry, Rand Worland,Alan Thorndike,Matt Moelter
Physics encompasses a
wide array of subjects that
can create an interest in
anyone. The pictures on
the right are from an
Astronomy lab taught by
Bernie Bates. This lab
encourages students to

















"Chemists do it in test
tubes."
Tim Hoyt
"Energy is a precious
joule."
"Chemists have all the
solutions."
The Chemistry department
is well known for the
magic show they put on
every year. One should
expect fire, smoke, bombs,
loud noises, anything to
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Left to Right. Jennifer Travers,Steven Neshyba, Kenneth Rousslang, William Dasher, Tim Hoyt, Wally Orchard, Curtis Mehlhaff,
Thomas Rowland, Susan Critchlow, and Scott Boegeman.




Back Row: Mike Gardiner, Sue Hannaford, Betsy Kirkpatrick, Ed DeGrauw, Gary Shugart, Dennis Paulson, Stewart Merritt, Kat St.



















Below: Inan Takahashi and Alika Reppun diligently take notes in
their Multivariate Calculus class.
Right: Yosh Shiraishi concentrates as Ron VanEnkevort lectures in







Mathematics and Computer Science Department
Top Row: Alison Paradise, Bruce Lind, John Riegsecker, Robert Beezer, Jerril Kerrick, Carol Smith Middle Row: Matthew Pickard, Nancy








Students enrolled in Computer
Science courses devote many
hours to Howarth 108 computer
lab where they write programs
4 using the labs Macintoshes. In
some cases, students spent five
* or ten hours at the computers
without much of a break. For
many,this meant latenight mara¬
thons in front of the computer
$
101100
Copy by Monica Horn,Layout by Brie Adams “11”
Below: Students read their notes and listen as their professor
lectures in ComparativeSociology102. These100levelcourseswere
often taken as a way to fulfill the necessary core requirements.B P A
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* *KS iLUBPA Deptartment (FarAbove): JaneStone,Alva Butcher,Jacquelyn
Warwick, John Dickson, Mark Fiegener,Roy Polley,Keith Maxwell,
John Knutsen, Nelly Hanson. Above: Econ. students stare
Economics Department (Above): Wade Hands, Doug Goodman, intensely at their handout to
Kathleen Stirling, Ross Singleton, Ernest Combs, Bruce Mann. absorb the information that their
«22” prof. wants them to know.
:ar Below: BPA students ponder the valuable wisdom that their
professor offers them in their deep and philosophical class. Far Below: CSoc students struggle to keep their eyes open and their
3elow: Econ studentsescape to their rainy dayspot as they tuneout head up as they listen to their prof in this early morning class. It was













Comparative Sociology Department (Above): Leon Grunberg,
\bove: A BPA class concentrateson theannouncements and lecture Johanna Schoss, Ann Neel, Charles Ibsen, George Guilmet, Margi
heir professor is giving them. Paying attentions was just as impor- Nowak,Sunil Kukreja.






Students and Professors working towards the same
»
for you to get out of here.
One of the reasons UPS stand
out as an excellent source to
obtain an education is due to
one on one relationships with
professors. Classes are
usually 17-30 students with
some classes being an excep¬







get to know one another and
the professor on a first name
basis. There's nothing better
than knowing that you can get
help on any issue whether






TopRow: FrankCousens,RobertGarratt,Tim Hansen,Peter Greenfield,FlorenceSandler,HansOstrom,
Sarah Sloane, Keith James Bottom Row: Michelle Birnbaum , Denise Despres, Barry Bauska, Solveig
Robinson, Mary Turnbull






Peter Greenfield lectures to his
English 236 class, "Questioning
Personal Identity ." The class
fufills the Humanistic Perspec¬
tive core requirement.
I




" Of course I used what
I learned in English101.




FOR EIGN LANG UACL
Left:Bill Barry lectures to his second semester greek class.To fulfill theseond part of theCommunication
Requirement, each student must complete two semesters of study in a foreign languageor take a
communication class.
Below: An attentive student listens to Steve Rodgers during a French class.
•v
>
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u
learned that I can't
rite for ... and nevei
ill be able to."
ay Krauss
haven't used any-
ing I learned in fin¬





Top Row: Frances Jaeger, Lisa Neal, Connie Galente, Flo Ariessohn, Steve Rodgers Bottom Row: Kent
Hooper, Mikiko Ludden, Michel Rocchi, LoSun Perry, David Tinsley.





1. You learn the 12 steps to becoming a dictator.
2. You learn to read a new language (Tom Weko's handwriting).
3. You learn how to stop "blind" people from electing greedy
officials.
4. You learn how to be the next A1 Gore.
5. You get to play with Bill Haltom's frog at office hours.








Above: Students in Arped Kadarkey's Politics and Government
course flip through their notes and their book as they wait for class to Politics and Government Dept. (Above): Arped Kadarkey, Davi
begin. Balaam, David Sousa, Don Share.
“ 18”
Top 5 Reasons to be a
History Major:
Far Below: Students participate in class as they raise their hands to
respond and express their opinion to that days topic of discussion.
Below: Students actively listen as their professor,Kardarkey, lectures





1. You never have any reading.
2. You can't make dead people mad.
3. You learn to write
4. You get to learn about dead people.





"You know you're a
history major when
you run to the library
in the middle of the
night tolook upa word









tf «3. ^Far Above: A member of the Political Theory class reviews her bookin search of the example Prof. Kardarkey is looking for.istory Department (Above): TheodoreTavanovski,Walter Lowrie, Above: P and G students review previous notes in order to answer a
/llliam Breitenbach, Mott Greene, David Potts, Suzanne Barnett, question from their prof.




WE ALL WORK TOC




ETHER TO MAKE UPS







students to express themselves
and show their talent.
experiences or fantasies shap¬
ing their work.
The artists
welcome fellow students and































Right: Tammy DeRoche performs proprioceptive neuromuscular
facilitation exercisesfor her patient'supper extremities. This helps to
increase the patient's strenght and range of motion.
Below: Val Reed is having her patient do resisted strengthing
















his patient improve his balance.
“ 24”
Physical Education Department





Top Row: Sue Jasper, Yvonne Swinth,
Jamie Kiesel Middle Row: Christine
Stephan, Sandie Olsen, Anne Tiernan,
Angela Gause Bottom Row: Martins
Linauts, Kathy Stewart, Pat Tobin
Kathy Stewart gives a














Tami Yaguchi helps her patient Darryl Smith guides hispatient
improve his reaching ability. up the ramp to the Physical
Therapy department.
Merianne Biglerhasher patient
do a balance activity to
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BiologyClub
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Above. Ken Brown,SAACS
President, and Ben Yocum
laugh it up talking about
Chemistry like they do every
day. These guys sure love
Chemistry.
Above. The pumkin you see
above was worked on for many
long hours by SAACS members
to be put on display in the
Chemistry Magic Show.
SAACS helps out in preparing
the experiments and setting up
for the show.
Below. Leatta Dahlhoff gets a
talk from Santa, really Tim
Hoyt, on how to behave prop¬
erly. She's not buying into it.
SAACS is open to any UPS
student who is enrolled in a
chemistry course or simply
has an interest in Chemis¬
try. The SAACS club ex¬
plores facets of Chemistry
through Education, Public
Outreach, Demonstrations,
Public Speakers, and Field
Trips. The members of
SAACS provide tutoring to
UPS students as well as lo¬
cal high school students.
Diane Carney
UNQUOTE“
Iroup Photo. Leatta Dahlhoff, Heidi Zhang,Lisa Pinto,Ben Yocum,














me with awesome experi¬
ences and great friends. IV
a and the people in it have





has fiven me the opportu¬
nity tomeet newpeopleand




"Coming into college I was I
afraid that I wouldn't have
support fro my faith, but
Lighthouse has intoduced
53 metoincrediblepeoplewho
“ also believe in God."u
I
John Garrett
"Through Photo Services I













Right: Student listens and
reflects on the discussion of
Cuba in personal dimensions.
Below: An intense debate
occurs during a CHispA
presentation on Cuba
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Left: Sherell, Chalu Harris, Below: Michael Powers, a local
Bryan Davis, and Toni Belknap jazz and blues artist, gave a
hang out in The Cellar on BSU show in celebration of Black
















Above: Dawn Le, Garin Liu,
Aileen Balahadia, Bryan Davis,
andToniBelknap getdownwhile
singing karoake in The Cellar.
Far Right:In celebration of Black
History Month, Chic Street Man
played a combination of blues
and jazz in a Valentines Day per¬
formance in the Concert Hall.
BSU sponsored many events
throughout the month, and sub¬
mitted facts to the Tattler about
the accomplishments of African
Americans.
Right:CandaceKanesings asong
I x by Brandy, during BSU karoake
SC night in the cellar.
Black Student Union






The weekly APASU meeting is now in session. This
club was established to increase awareness of yet
another culture represented at our school.
What's everyone smiling
a b o u t ? B e l o w : T i f f
Hamaguchi and Dawn Lee
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us through the dances and







Ha’aheo i ka Hula"
"With Pride we Dance."
The highlight of parents weekend was






The men of Hui O Hawai'i dance the Haka. "The
Haka is a pre-war chant done to intimidate the
enemy, give courage to warriors before battle,
and honor raw strength from ancestors."
(Taken from the lu'au program.)
Above Right: "Do the hoochi-koochie, snappin' your finger
tips..."Members of Hui O Hawai'i practice their dance for the
lu'au.
Bottom Right: Lorri Weismantel,Monica Horn,EllenTengan,
and Kellie Char pass down a handout at the close of another
Hui O Hawai'i meeting.
Copy and Layout by Kathleen Kirkpatrick “ 33”
Habitat for H
I Auring the fall, UPS
l_y students assisted in the
construction of a demo house
to promote Habitat for
Humanity. The house was
built in front of the Wheelock
Student Center and was then
moved to a different location.
Over the years, the UPS
community has been continu¬
ally involved with Habitat.
Building the demo house was
just one of the many projects
which UPS students contrib¬
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* . n November,an Environmental TV'evin Russell was one of the
Forum sponsored by Green J^main presentors of theCorps took place. Community Rainforest Awareness Project
leaders spoke about environmen- which was sponsored by Earth
tal issuesand answered questions. Activists. (Above)
(Above left)
arth Activists
lo-presidents of Earth Activists, Betsy Till and Jessica Morrison,
iscuss issues during the Rainforest Awareness Project.







Beck, Molly Beckwith, Jessica Cummings, Karly Thernault, Joe








SPURS: Ashley Feaver, Laurie Crew, Don Hull, Gregg Rubenstein,
Abby, Kelly Char, Tamara Yellin, Marla Cruise, Jeff Weston, Katie
Baker.
“ 36”
Below: Bischel was emotional
while discussing his hardships
















Far Above: The service oriented club, Circle K,listens attentively t(
instructions on how to help clean-up Pt. Defiance Park.
Above: Amnesty International Night was a night to expand worlc
consciousness on campus. This night was a night to open the mind:
of students to the importance of basic human rights.
1Below: Thenatural destructionof Christmas Break lentitself toa perfectopportunityforCircleKtohelp
the community. They spent a Saturday cleaning broken and fallen branches from Pt. Defiance Park.
Left: Jesuit priest Bill Bichsel speaks on his experience of trying to close The School of the Americas, a













tbove: To attract a larger crowd to Amnesty International night,
ome Velvet Sidewalk and The Rackateers were invited to play and






Amnesty International (Above): Jen Hartfield, Erin Cannon,Lauren
Porter, Ramsey, Melanie, Danielle, Jennifer Johnson.


























Above: Andrew Pope creates a
heart, writing down what his
"ultimate valentine" would be.
InterVarsity sponsered this op¬
portunity to for the campus to
express their different views on
love. Students in InterVarsity
cared for their community
through relationships, some
realtionships were built by up¬
perclassmen living in the resi- Far Above: Karen Cavanaugh, Jennifer Mitchell, and Lorri
dence halls, caring for freshmen Weismantel, with many others, groove at the 80's jam, a party
and leading weekly Bible Stud- sponsored by InterVarsity to promote community and friendships,
ies.
Above: Gretchen Harrimai
proves her style at the 80's Jam.|
“ 38”
Directly Above: the completed "ultimate valetines" created on
February 14, 1997 in the SUB lounge.
LIGHTHOUSE
"The light shines in the darkness, but
thedarknesshasnotyet understood it."
John1:5
"I want to be in the light as You are my
salvation... all I want is to be in the
Light."— DC Talk
"But whoever lives by the truth comes
into the light. .." John 3:21
Left: The Kirkpatricks, with gui¬
taristsDavidKirkpatrickprovide
|) a free concert featuring original











Lighthouse offered Christians and those curious about the Christian faith a warm sense of fellowship
during their "Tuesday Nights Together." Lighthouse also encouraged student leaders involved with
Young Life at various high schools.
Copy and Layout by Monica Horn “ 39”
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Below: LDSSA members relax together and have a little fun on a
Saturday afternoon.
Right: JSO members celebrate the birthday of the trees,Tu B'shvat,











Above: A newmember joins LDSSAon their trek toKopachuckState
Park. Once a semester the group leaves campus for an afternoon to
make their rendition of Stone Soup.
Right: It is a team effort for JOS members and supporters to plant a









L a n i e r , R o b
L a r s e n , W y n n e































































the music a lot.
(12%)
4. Close to other
stations on the dial.
(5%)
5. Not a lot of talk.
(3%)
this was a phone survey
of 100 UPS students.
1
s;
Middle: Danny Merrion and
Leslie Williams hanging loose
during one of their broadcasts.
Right: Tamara Barnes really











aturday night with nothing do? Many of us head on over to the UPSmovie house for
fun filled evening of great shows and great snacks. Who can beat the price for only a
tick? This year campus films has brought us great flicks such as Sleepless in Seattle,The
hamber,Get on the Bus, and Mars Attacks. So where are you going tonight?
Japanese Animation Club:
Ever get sick of watching
Bugs Bunny getting chased
around by Elmer Fudd, or
the Road Runner never get¬
ting caught by the Cyote?
Studentsin JAC gatheronce
a week to watch films com¬
posed of Japanese anima¬
tion as opposed to Ameri¬
can. Japanese animation
seems to have more drama
and action says members.
Theyfeel it isadifferentview
to the same old boring car¬
toons on T.V.
CAMPUS FILMS
Copy and Layout by Kathleen Kirkpatrick **45'99
PHOTO SERVICES - CROS
PHOTO SERIVICES Top row (L to R): Nathan Guy, Megan Young, Chris McKibbon, John
Kenworthy, and John Garrett. Bottom Row (L to R): Chris Regan,Tracey Kramer, Kim Gugler,
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Say Cheese! Welcome
to photo services— the
crew that takes and de¬
velops the majority of
the pictures taken on
campus. They provide
photos for The Trail,
Crosscurrents,Tamanwas,
and school ads.
Out Of This World.
The cross currents is a
magazine dominated
by student work. This
semester there were
over two hundred en¬
tries of short stories,
photographs, and po¬










Bottom left: I don't think so! Kim Gugler, one of Photo Service's head honcho's, smiles for
photographer Nathan Guy at one of their meetings.
Bottom right:Tracey Kramerchecksout her photoassignmentsfor the week amongst thecluttered
office shared by Photo Services and Tamanawas.






CROSSCURRENTS Front row (L to R): Jenny Hartfeild,Scott
Giorgianni, Yuka Ailiara. Second row: Nick Reynolds,Shand
Gilbuena,Stephanie Karnosh, Lisa Fabian,Erin Billings,James
Conover. Third Row: Courtney Ferguson, Britten Snider,
Alexa Vansecow,ErikaChawla,Galena Kline,TrishaTraughber,
Jason Jakaitis. Top row: Courtney Batenhorst, David Rhodes,
Michael Farmer.
Below left: Move that there,and this here... Jen Caldwell and
Sierra Spitzer hard at work in the Trail office.
Below right: Say what? Jen Caldwell and Jason Jakaitis










yr v ' G.
How did they know
that? It's all over the
place: the library, the
SUB, maybe even the
john. The Trail is the
newspaper written and
run by students, with
articles on campus hap¬
penings, sports, and
evena fewfictionstories




Teresac, Jen Caldwell, Si¬
erra Spitzer, Micha Rice,









©Take a look at the new
ASUPS for the 1997-1
1998academic year. It
looks like thereare go¬
ing to be a lot of posi-i
tive changes and com¬
ing together of many
organizations. Good
luck to all.
Copy and Layout by
Leatta Dahlhoff









Group Photo, First Row. Matt
Johnson, Gianna Piccardo, Kate
Evans, Berit Winge, Anne
Strachan, Matt Cooper, Janet
Heiss,StevoGima. SecondRow.
Wayland Cossey, Bill Baarsma,
CassieConnolly,HenryJohnson,
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people I have met and
the brilliant things I
have learned because of
them."
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Agroupof happycampersatBase















Just cookin' up some popcorn on a chilly passages night.
“ 52”






It's always hardest to go down face first but this student manages quite well. “ 53”
Below: As a comedian and les- Below: Holly Hughes has suffered many injustices for being a
bian in today's society Sandra lesbian in the 90's. Her purpose was to encourage students and talk
Bernhardt visited the UPS cam- about postive future remedies,
pus to add her humorous
perspecitve to the idea of gender,




rhe Year of Gender , ^
Abi l i t i e s
; u/ ldentii d








” 1 felt that Holly Hughes was the best!
speaker because she was both
entertaining and informative.”
-Andy Cartozian
"Tim Wise was the most effective
because he addressed gender and I




Right: In November Mel White visited the UPScampus in celebration of theYear of Gender,Sexuality and
Identity. He was one of several speakers to offer their thoughts on this new and important issue.
“ 54”
Below left: Mel White, a guest speaker to this campus, addressed
the issue of being Gay and Christian in America. Below: Sand
ra Bernhardt takes a break from her comedy routine to
sip her water and laugh with the crowd. Her show was one that
involved and entertained the audience.Below right: Cornel West took the issue of segretation beyond race
mdencouragedhisaudience tomovebeyond thelinesof genderand










ant issues of the1990’s. On
:ampus this year the theme
vasTheYearof Gender,Sexu-
'lity and Identity. Over the
:ourse of the school year
VSUPS sponsored many
peakers and forums re¬
garding these issues.
Speakers ranged from co¬
medians like Sandra
Bernhardt and Holly
Hughes to religious speak¬
ers like Mel White. These
three speakers talked about
the new challenges facing
gay and lesbians in today's
society. These three speak¬
ers talked about how gays
and lesbians are treated in
Hollywood, the religious
world, and the art world.
Cornel West was one of
the most celebrated speak¬
ers to visit the campus this
year. He addressed the is¬
sue of the many lines we as
asocietydrawforourselves.
Cornellefthisaudience with
the importance of having
faith rather than hope and
trustinginmanypeopleand
not just one.
Overall this "year" has





\ *Vbove: Cornel West talks per-^
:onallywithsomeof his listeners
oanswerquestions theyhave or







AJJ|> Above: Sandra Bernhardt gets2s emotionalashercomedyhitsclose
to home.
Above: Holly Hughes is a very contraversial woman in America.
She addressed UPS students by telling the story of her struggle for
the equal rights of gays and lesbians.
Copy and Layout by Lindsay Glenn “ 55”
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her true natureasa Harley ridin
tough chicduring her entrancea
Ihe Homecoming game.
\ Top Right). MelanieTookeranc
partner shake their groove thinj






got a surprise entrance. The}
were ushered in on the backs ol
the Tacoma chapter of I farley
Bavidson enthusiasts.
A
A loyal UPS crowd watches th










w). The men of Hui O Ha
ace the Songfest stage with a











when all those people were
at the football field?"
Penny Rowe
"Homecoming. For thefirst
time groups took Songfest
seriously and put time and
effort into making and put¬
ting on a major show just
like Hollywood. It was re¬
allyawsome. Alotof groups
took their favorite movies
and did their rendition. Al¬
pha PhiandSigma Chi won
Songfest this year. It was a
great time with a great
atmoshphere."
Cat Cabolo







Layout by Leatta Dahlhoff, Captions by Leigh-Ann Santillane “ 57”
CULTURAL EVENTS
This year many interesting
cultural events took place
with the help of many
organizations and many
individuals. This year the
University of Puget Sound
was blessed with the




those in the local commu-
K W, • '
nity attended one or all of
the performances and each
had a different affect on
the audiences. All to¬
gether, not everyone came
away with the same expe¬
riences from the shows.
No matter whether people
liked the shows or not, it
will be quite some time
before they forget what
they saw. This was the
purpose of putting on such
shows- to shed a new light















A theater vignette exploring racial issues in America
through the eyes of second generation immigrants.
Monday, February 24, 1997
8 p.m.
Kilworth Chape]
University of Puget Sound
free with UPS or UW T.coma I D
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JBelow:Yahoo! The Trenchcoats serenade one of our students during casino night.
Right: The Trenchcoats performed during the festivities in the SUB.






Plyaing The Tables! Casino night offers food, fun, and entertainment.
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Cowboy Bob wants you to wait for himoutside! Lindsay Glenn triesher luck at Hit me! Karen Cavenaugh and Erin Harold bet






















Top Left: The men of Hui O Hawaii
performed for our families at the 27tli
annual lu'au.
Top Right: President Pierce gives her
warmest welcome to visiting parents.
Left:The Adelphiansconcertdazzeled








Above:The women of Hui O Hawaii
danced many dances, from the Kahiko
to the Auana.
Left: The Ka'ua Crater Boys opened




Copy and Layout by Kathleen Kirkpatrick 61
"V/eah we look good, but that restaurant was awful...Ryan
X Brooks, Riann Goettl, Carl Arevalo,Sarah Baze,Toni Jones, Ben
Mangrum,LindsayGlenn,MarySabin,Ryan McGlone,Sarah Marsh,
Ryan Bloedel, Misty Cole, and Ryan Kimura, may be upset about
dinner but they are enjoying the Mistletoast dance..
T A 7hat a lovely day for a
V V balloon party..The new
Gamma Phi Beta pledges are
greeted by the actives as they
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The holidays got an early start here at UPS
as students kicked off the season with the
annual Mistletoast dinner and dance. It was
a night full of great music, ballroom dancing,
and lots of fun for everyone.
T've got a woman for each
Xarm, what more could a guy
want?.. Steven Bramwell enjoys
the attention he is getting from
Roslyn McKee and Sara Lesser
at the dance. (Middle)
T love getting all dressed
Xup...Jen Bollinger and Bree
































than the one I
joined.
Riann Goettl








1|j=’ T can't stop smiling! Riann
JLGoettl and Mary Sabin are ex¬
tremely excited to be new Alpha
Phi pledges. (Top Right)
T Tere they come. The Alpha
Xj.Phi's wait for their new
pledges on bid day while all the
guys look on. (Above Left)
T Tere's our new Star Search
X Contestant:Alpha Phi pledge
Kyra Riste-Pater and active Lind¬
say Krall practice singing to get
ready for their bigday. (Above)
Copy andLayoutby MarissaDijulio“63”
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c£ Far Above: Pres.Clinton passionately describes his campaign pla
^ form and explains his promises for the next four years.
Above: Hillary Rhodham-Clinlon offers her support to Pres. Ab„se: The Pre5„VP and their wives say their final farewells to tfClinton and promotes her ideas for the coming term. , , T .i . Jr ° cheering Northwesternersafter leavinga campaign message with tr
crowd.“ 64”
lelow: A1 Gore gives an enthusiastic hello to his supporters of the
'uget Sound area.
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Far Above Right and Above: UPS students pose for the camera as
they wait excitedly for the arrival of Pres. Clinton. Many students
woke up before the sum to take advantage of a once in a lifetime
chance to hear the Pres, speak.
"Yeah I was really
excited even





'Love is a High¬
way' and thinking
'this country is bi¬
zarre!' "
-Kirsten Bounds










»1» YOU UNJOY MOST?m ICece Olivares"The Handmaid's Tale,because it was the firststage production of thebook ever."
I
Eric Shephard
"One that stands out is
when Hans Boepple
came... it was awe¬
some.//
Clare Loughlin
"I've seen a lot of them,
and I'd have to say that




"Calobo... it's not really
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Artist in the Making. The student art show is an
opportunity for students to display works that they have
completed here at the University of Puget Sound. Once
entered, the projects are on display and voted on. The top
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Far Above: The Wind Ensemble saxophone section practiced with
the band four daysa week and practiced with the University Band on (
Wednesdays. All members of the Wind Ensemble did the same and
it took dedication to practice and rehearse for so many hours a week. Far Above: The University Band practiced as a group to prepare fc
Above: The mallet player concentrates on his music as he waits for their upcoming performance with the Wind Ensemble. They re
his cue to enter the piece. The mallets added melody and rhythm to hearsed one day a week to prepare for the end of the semeste
the pieces of music. concerts.
Above: The blaring sound of the Jazz Band trumpet section was















ir Above: The trumpet section added thebrassy melody that wasessential to their music. Theelevated
ind and the added contrast with the wind section made the selections pleasing to the ear.
bove: Every instrument was vital in theperformance of the music. They each had their own line to play





Copy and Layout by Lindsay Glenn “ 75”
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Jared Brodin,Garrett Brown, Michael BuchananJodie Bushman, RobCampo,
Erin Carr, Andy Hill, Scott Irwin, Carolyn Johnson, Curt Kamiva, Jenness
Klein, Hannah Knudsen, Kevin Kralman, Christine Laney, Willy Lanier,
Matthew Lee, Theresa McKenty, Maria Meyer, Adam Pelatt, Katie Peterson,
Lamar Pierce, Traci Pryde, Mikki Rigos, Naomi Rykert, Helen Schurke,
ArianneStevens, KevenStewart, Elliot STockstad, MattSweet, Paul Thornock,














Above: The Adelphian Choir stood politely as they received the
applause from the audience after finishing one of their spectacular
pieces. They performed their annual Home Concer during Family
Weekend to add flavor and entertainment to the weekend.
Above: The Dorian women rehearse under the direction of the
guest conductor Anthony Giles to prepared for their upcomin
concert by rehearsing several hours a week all semester long.
‘76
ielow: The Dorians, the female concert choir here at UPS, gave a
leart warmingand melodiousconcert for thestudentsof UPSand the
"acoma community members.
;ar Below: AmyTemple,ChristyMackey,KimFloyd,JenniBetschart,
md Danielle Snider, a few of the altos in the choir, rehearsed with







Below: The Dorians, in their
concert dress,put their heart and
soul into the songs they per¬




















Baik Bottom Row: Anthonly
Giles, Molly Cullen, Valerie
Ortiguero, Alyssa Jorgenson,
Mandy Singer, Olivia Brooks,
|Alicia Piedalue, Amy Temple,
E Amelia Tockston, Kim Floyd,
* Sara Murray, Faye Hoerauf.
1
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"I did it for the hazing.t
V
Kevin Weidkamp
"Gotout of Tacoma for a
















All players pay the price for greater years to come!!
TIME: 9AM
DATE: First day of orientation
PLACE: UPS Football Field
It was the first day of football
practice for all freshman players.
Thenew playerswereall lined up
inbrandnewgreenandgoldprac¬
tice jerseys and brand new Log¬
ger helmets. As the unfamiliar
coach blew the whistle for the
first practice of the season to be¬
gin many new playersknewthey
weren't in high school anymore.
Freshman wide receiver Ty
Twine commented on that day:
"I realized that day that I wasn't
in high school anymore. I was a
big fish in a little pond but now
I'm a little fish in a big pond."
Throughout the year the fresh¬
man were always given the op¬
portunity to earn a place on the
starting team but most observed
thegamefrom thesidelineswhile
themoreseasoned playersstarted
and played the majority of the
game.
Every athlete on that field was
a freshman at one point in time.
Most players stood the sidelines
for every game their first season.
Each player had to earn the spot
they played. That meant running
extra hard, taking the extra time
tomemorize the playsand giving
200% whilemost only gave100%.
Each athlete had to be the new
freshman at some point in time.
Every freshman that wanted to
make it had to work hard to earn
playing time. Everystarter was a







lli II — MMlilfcPHIlFAR ABOVE: #18 Jamie Filer squares up against players from Central Washington Universiduring a play to stop the opposing team from getting the ball.ABOVE: UPS Loggers celebrate as they score a touchdown against opponents, Simon FraS
University. Every touchdown the Loggers scored brought cheers from the stands.
JHT: UPS Loggers met opponent, SFU,
id on as both teams collided in a pile up
ring a play.
LOW RIGHT: #23 Bryan Davis took
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ABOVE: UPS Loggers defensive team
demolishedopponentsinoneof themany
massive pile ups of the game. The team
effort stopped theballsothatSFU did not
gain the needed yardage to make the
down.
LEFT: Safety#22JamesColborn madea
gallant effort to stop CWU opposing
player from running the ball and gaining




26 S. Oregon 35
00 W. Wash 40
10 Sim. Fr. Univ.20
07 C. Wash 43
14 Lewis & Clark57
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|VOLLEYBALL]
The Puget Sound Volley- was that Stefanie Ander-
ball team made University son was chosen as NCIC
of Puget Sound history as player of the week this
they became the first year. Stefanie Anderson of
Logger team to compete in Lopez Island, Washington
an Northwest Conference was selected as the
of Independent Colleges conferecne voleyball
(NCIC) event. Coach player of the week for her
Massey led the volleyball performance against
loggers on a great ride this Linfiled and league-lead-


























Below:Craftily stealing theballfrom the opponent,Kennedy tries to
kick it to a teammate, or even the goal. Right: While on the field,
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It takes fancy footwork and a




Pacific Lutheran U. 2-lOT
Pacific University 2-4
George Fox College 1-0













U. of the Redlands
g LaSierra University
































Right: As the opposition closes
in,aquick kickgets theballaway
from danger into the feet of a
teammate. Below: Holding her
ground,Ruppe takes theball ever









Vatson knows how to out-wit the opponent and Sommer takes in the lesson.
. V ' .
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iddle: The women's soccer team believes "those who play to-























team ended the season
9-16 overall and 3-13
NCIC. The Loggers
ended the season bat¬
tered and bruised los¬
ing two starters, Rick
Wohlegmuthand Corey
Van Lith late in the sea¬
son. The Loggers lose
four seniors including
starters Wohlgemuth,
Van Lith and Manny
Martucci and reserve
Todd McRae.
Left: Tim Gardner goes out on a
limband ignores his opponent to
makes the shot for an easy two.
Below: I need helpwith this one.
Willamette puts up a struggle to
5; keep our boy from scoring.
I
Pi
Try and catch this one. The fastbreak is important for keeping the
opponents on the run and in the dark.
w*w
r










before the game is an important
factor to team unity.
Right: A fantastic save by the
loggers keeps the ball in motion.
Kelly Kaiser focuses on making the









ieethrow and ignores the
/
1 Above: Good game,good game,good game,yeah wewonsokeepwalking,good game,good game.
Good sportsmanship only adds
to the list of the great qualities of
the lady loggers.
Left: Dulcy Crabbe goes for
jumpshots during practice to
perfect her game.
Below; Kelly Kaiser does the
"jab thing" to get her opponent
out of her way.V
>ifL A*
*
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BELOW: Asthethrong of womencrosscountryrunnersstartedoneof theirmanymeetsof theseason,





31st in Nationals, ran neck and
neck with a PLU runner. Did








ABOVE: Dave Davis finally kicked it intogear. At theend of the race ABOVE: Brian Vanhouten kept a steady pace throughout the r.
he sprinted his way to victory not only beating his rival but taking Thatsteady pacekept himafewstridesinfrontof hisopponentsfi
first at Woodland Park Invitational, his first college meet. PLU and Simon Fraser.
“ 92”
Cross Country was a very
lallenging sport. It required
any hours of hardwork and
:dication. Most of the mem-
:rson the teamstarted running
high school or even earlier.
Most people wereof theopin-
n that those who ran cross
untry were insane and out to
11 themselves. They felt that
luntarilychoosingtoruneight
ninemiles a dayasaneasy run
is crazy. Most runners love
rat they do though.
Practices ran from 11/2 to 2
2 hours five days a week. On
easy days the team went for an
hour run which usualy ended up
being about 8-9 miles. There
were days when the pracitices
were considerably harder. On
these days the team would go to
a local park and run intervals.
Intervals consisted of several
800m-l mile runs in a row.
Cross country was also a very
time consuming sport. During
theseason the team would havea
meet just about every weekend.
At the meets the team usually
competed with two to three dif ¬
ferent schools. Thecoursefor the
meets was 5 miles or an 8k in
runner talk.
Overallthecrosscountryteam
did extremely well. They swept
the meet at district finalsand ran
away ranked number 6 in the
nation. Both teams were able to
attend Nationals thisyearinWis¬
consin. They placed 8th overall
in the nation.
Tomany thissport isa wayof
life. Ben Mangrum a freshman
runner has run since 7th grade
and says, " running is a way of
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R ABOVE LEFT: Dave Davis and the PLU runner were still close. Neither seemed to want to overtake the other. Who finally won this
e? FAR ABOVE RIGHT: All American, Andera Boitano,sprinted her way through the finish line. She pushed herself hard at the end,
er a five mile run. ABOVE: The women's Cross Country team took a warm up jog. Jogging before a race was important in increasing
dr ability to run the full 8k.
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Top Right: Take your mark... The start of the combined men
and women's 500m race versus PLU is off.
Below: Dead even. This student puts out a little extra to pull
ahead into the finish.
Right: Throwing for distance. The javelin throw requires




















Below: Amy Wells uses her speed to push herself over the
hurdles in the 100m hurdle race.
Bottom: And they're off!Sarah Blawhe pushes off her start for
the 400m.
Right: Bottoms up! Amy Wells propels herself over the bar
during the meet against PLU.














M o v i n i
UPSwing and grooveto theright beat and
Cheerleading are challeng- at the right time practice
ing and time consuming outsideof practicewaskey.
activites. To move and Cheer was always prac¬
ticing those quick, sharp each halftime game durin
moves that were so impor- basketball season. On
tant to being a good cheer- week it was Michael Jack
leader. Cheerleaders son and the next it was th
moved to the beat of the Bartgels.
game to keep it energized Movin’ and groovin' i
and the school spirit high, the game and they play :
UPSwing moved to their well,








Above: The cheerleaders show off their talent and skills. The grouj:




Alexis Haws, Tamra St. John, Katie Young, LeAnne Kimura,
KirstenBounds,Sarah Brach, Nicole Furuta,Angie Strickland,Lezlie
Yamauchi, Becky Hayes, Rachael Long, Riann Goettl.
Above UPS Cheerleaders: Chelsea McCarthy,Andie Manibog,Kelly
Brown,Anna Martinez,JessicaSherwood,Barb Fullaway,ToniJones,















}At '**vu «jp: Cheerworksonsharpnessastheypracticeacheerfor thatweeksisketball game. Practice was important tolearn the cheersand movegether.
)ttom: UPSwing flings wide at a half time performance of a
isketball game. Dancing together was the key to success.
Top: UPSwing moves and grooves to the beat of Michael Jackson.Practice pays off in half time performances at the basketball games.
Middle: UPS Cheerleadersfinish a cheer withsomefinal yells. Their
added spirit livened up the games.
Bottom: UPSwing sweats it out at dance practice. Practices were
draining and hard to prepare for upcoming performances.









et off my back...Two players
\Jbattle for the ball during anwho wants the ball?.. Greg VJ ri
indoor IM soccer game. (RIGHT)
1
tries to decide who to kick
the ball to. IM soccer teams
played outdoors as well as
indoors and there were women's,
men's,and coed teams. (ABOVE)
“ 98”
I J e goes left, then right...
D J /-'u .L J Kevin Smith runs downfield inBud Chatham manuvers around . , _, . , , , . , hopes to score a goal. Soccer washis opponent and drives toward r , ° T., . , .







m « ROSS COUNTRY CHA*riui* 1993 »0*1 « WOWIk *
* NAI* NATIONAL *IROSS COUKtm CHAMPIOMS
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*\r 31* t fit d
TBs up,and over..Astudent taps student shoots for twofromXthe volleyball over the net. IM X""\.the outside against the Hui
volleyball gavestudentsa chance O Hawaii team. Basketball was
toshow off their hops and spiking another popular IM sport and
skills, or lack there of. (ABOVE there were many teams which
RIGHT) competed. (ABOVE)
A student takes a shot at the
xi-hoop. IM basketball games
drew large crowdsand the games
were generally played on
Monday, Wednesday, and
Sunday nights. (RIGHT)





Above: Before the meet, the logger team had tryouts for the revival
of Laugh-In. Right: Head to head competitions never frightens the
Women's Logger Swim Team. Below: Nathan Guy gets lost in the




















|^Left:Alison Weston takesa breathduringher powerfulbreaststroke.<3Above:"I must get away from the killer hand!" Below: As long as
Z you don't drop the soap, you'll be fine! Oops! Too late!
*
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"It will never make you rich. You'll never become a
household name. You'll live out of a duffel bag,and
trade the night life for two workouts a day. All for
one moment of truth when you compete against the
best. Some people will never understand, some
already do."
-Western Crew
Top Right: Complete Cheese. Alyssa Maldegen, Kathleen
Kirkpatrick,Kristy Schroeder,and Katie Gilbert pose for a shot.
Right:Reach!Ligtweightmen,Anton KramerandJeremy Barnes,
strech on the docks at American Lake where the crew team rows.
Below: Sprint it out!The varsity mens eight sprints to the finish







The Crew Team: (Front) Regina Jorgenson, Melanie Elpz,
CourtneyWebber,Gina Clouse. (2nd) KimSmith,KatyTanner,
Karen Okermann, Kathleen Kirkpatrick. (3rd) Mike Willy,
Catherine Parker,Laurie Dorton, Diana Woods,Christy Owen,
JulieStaton,Natira Jones,EmilyCohen,Belinda Pike,Liz Wood,
Lisa Poole, Alyssa Maldegen, John Kenworthy, Caryn
Cuningham,JeremyBarnes,KatieGilbert,Christina Miyamasu,
Emily Patterson,JosieGilbert,Cassie Bee. (4th) KatieGulliford,
Holly Menzies, Amy McEntee, Tod Lokey, Chris Pate, Adam
Urbano, Meredith Ginn,. (5th) Anton Kramer, Jeannie Maseia,
Kristy Schroeder,Whitney Thomas, Andrew McGarvey. (Top)






















lightweight women's crew at
an early morning practice.




Menzies, and Jeremy Barnes
ham it up for the crowd.
Below:You gotta want it.
Novice women take a mo¬
ment of silencebefore racing.
Bottom right:Count it down
frombow.Varsity openweight
women ready their boat for


























Above: It's a full count, bottom of the ninth and Above: The first baseman (Kim Redding) stand
thereare twoouts. Thecatcher (ErinPeterson) has ready for the play and anxiously awaits the fin*
the ball in hand and is ready to throw it to the pitch of the game...




UPS Women's Softball Team Top Row: Marissa Dijulio, Erin Peterson, Sarah Noble, Kelly Millery, Kasshia Vote, Heath;
Paulsen,MinoMcLean,Kim Redding,ErikaSmith,Mary Royston,MorganSalisbury,BethJanz Bottom Row:KristinShinn,Misj










Above: The pitcher (Kasshia Vote) winds up and lets the last pitch of the game.She lets the ball go and gives it her all...
Jbove: The final batter (Mino McLean)
ikes the plate mentally and physically pre-




bove: The batter (Barb Miele) swings with all her might as she pounds
le ball deep into right field. She drops the bat and runs to first as fast as UZ
le can... Above: As the batter is sprinting to first, the runner (Freda
Franklin) on second runs with all of her might to third, hoping
to tag the base and continueon to home to scoreone of the final
runs of the game.
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Logger
Baseball
The 1997 season proved kto be a time of rebuild¬ing for the young
Logger baseball team.
The Loggers ended their
season with a 10-28 record,
earning six of their ten wins 1
in the last thirteen games of
the season. The highlight of
their season was beating
their rivals, PLU, three f
times with scores of
6-3, 5-1, and 6-5.
L
|! ! I f II SI 3s
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Oenior Justin Morant gets Senior Justin Talmadge gets
ready to steal second base. iZ^ ready to strike out another
batter. Talmadge was one of the






Billings makes a routine put
Oenior Ian Griffin rounds first out. Billings was solid in the field
















1 I 'his season, running the bases I freshmanJeff Halstead proved-L was a common spot for A to be a valuable asset to the
Senior Justin Morante. Morante Loggers this year, maintaining a
>* went on to hold the team's high- batting average of over ..300.
^ est battingaverage of nearly .400.
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7Below: A UPS player strategi¬
cally knocks the ball away from
an opposing team member as he
triestogain possessionandmake
a goal.
Right: UPS blocked the oppos¬
ing team as a defensive move in
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Above: A member of the UPS Lacrosse team stood guard by their goal in hopes of assistingfellow tea
mates in making a goal for UPS.
Left: It was an all out battle on
the Lacrosse field as UPSand the
opposing team fought desper¬
ately to gain control of the ball.
Below: Opposing team mem¬
bers got aggressive as one side
tried to stop the other from scor¬













i Left: Two UPS team members
work together to stop an oppos¬
ing team member fromcapturing





to catch the ball in mid air and
gain possession of the ball.




H Below: Jeanne Moore readiesherself for the return hit of heropponent. Being ready to movein response to a serve or in re¬
sponse to a return of serve was a
basicskill that helped the players
win matches.
Below: Jared Brodincrouches in
the ready position as he awaits
the powerful serve of his oppo¬
nent. Concentration and agility
were key components to playing
tennis well.




UPS Men's and Women's Tennis Team (top row): Chet Dawson, Joel, Chris Sackman, Alex Nebisar, Eric, Chris, Steve, (second row)
Aerial Johnson,Chris, Jared Brodin,Tyler, Eric, Nate Bishop,JeanneMoore, (firstrow) Mari Hrebenar,Sarah Larson,Jennifer Bollinger,
Staey Porter, Kerry Christianson, Kirsten Bounds.
“ 110”












Left: Stacey Porter rallies the
ball with her opponent. It was a
gameof strategyand skill toplace
the ball so that her opponent was
unable to return the ball to her.
Above: Marie Hrebenar runs
desperately to reach and return
a strategically placed hit by her
opponent.
Left: Jared Brodin releases a
powerful serve to his opponent
in hopes of stopping him from
returning the ball and "acing"
the serve.




















Endurance, strength, sports could not be fea-
determination, and school tured due to lack of space
on top of everything else but they do not go unap-
to be the very best athlete. predated or unnoticed. I
Students at the University applaud all of you ath-of Puget Sound participate letes, I wish I had the drive
»AJ. 4 *n a wide variety of sports you have.J such as golf, ski team, Leatta Dahlhoffbasketball, swimming,
lacrosse, track, crew,










“ Dr. Cornel West instilled
an inspirtational attitude in
the entire school, when
spoke enlightenment to-





istries have had an awe¬














she has an amazing ability








"Prof . Bruce Lind— he
brings his wonderful sense
of humor into the world of
Calculus, and makes the
learning experience enjoy¬
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he said/she said











Krista Stroman, Cameron Sp
The wallV •» »ft -
Cari Nelson and Lauren Zybura test out the brews in the Cellar.
Dancing•••
Kicking it on thedancefloor!
The dorms•••
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off the new wall. See, it doesn't always rain in Tacoma.
Copy and Layout by Kathleen Kirkpatrick “ 117”
UPS shows thier
with a variety of concerts
This year's concerts at
UPS attracted a variety of
fans with bands such as
Tool in October, Calobo in
February, and the Steve
Miller Band in April.
Tool's appearance gave
many students an excuse
to break away from the
daily rituals of college life.
Even though the perfor¬
mance was on a Thursday,
a huge crowd still
emerged. For those who
don't know, Tool is known
for its heavy alternative
music. The group wel¬
comes the audience to be




moshing. Calobo, on the
other hand, pulled stu¬
dents that enjoy a lighter,
easy going atmosphere.
Thier band is too a greater
degree, less physical than
most alternative groups.
-»
Concert goers can expect
the group to remain fully
clothed throughout the
entire show. The Steve
Miller Band is unique in
the range of fans its brings
together. Being an older
group, its listeners include
many generations of
families. It is not uncom¬
mon for parents and
students to swing back a
nice cold one together,
while enjoying the tunes.
Though the type of
music differed from band
to band, they all shared a
common thread: they
brought people together.
The UPS Fieldhouse was
usually the site of the
concerts. In fact, Tool's
fans filled the Fieldhouse
to maximum capacity.
The show sold out within
the first day. The well-
known shows that appear
at UPS were not alone in
the schedule. There were
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Left: Tool lit up the Fieldhouse
in thier October performance.
Below: Clothes were not a
necessity to wrile up the fans.
ij/SV.







1crew set up the stage.
Calobo let the crowd determine the mood and songs.
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Todd
Infamous Quotes
I played Luke Perry in
ping-pong, and won!
Hel-lo! Whatever!
Is that a rat-dog?
I hate that song (in a
Texas accent).
Rich boy, rich boy, rich
boy! Hey, @#%# off!
Middle right: Suzanne Meyer
and Leilani Page prove that room¬
mates can be friends.
Below: Tim Marron and Adam
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Sam Berg, Sarah Marsh, and Ryan McGloneCashin White April Thornton
“ 122”
MichelleSteele and Rosie Wong
are having a great time dancing Sarah McDonald, Matt
at songfest. With the theme of McGinnis,MeghanMaddox,and
House Party, Phibbs took fourth ChandaRoanehavemastered the
place in the competition. art of procrastination.
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A
What made it so
much phun?
Todd and Laura, the
RA's, you guys were
great!
The hall dance in the
lounge, freakfest 96!!
Wordsthat havedouble
letters, b r, w d,
use your imagination.
&
What do you like the best about living in Phibbs?
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Above: "I just downloaded some nude pictures of Gilligan!" Below Right: Because of the length o
A/L's hallways, they make perfect practice ways for the less than die hard soccer players.
•v&

















Left Middle:Well Witney, it's not exactly Yorik's skull,but at least
it's a start. Directly above: After a full year of college,Trevor Jones
still cannot pass Bedmaking 101.
“ 124” Anderson













^ RightMiddle:At least wedrinkwithclassatUPS. Directlyabove:)od times and bright faces— two requirements for a University Krista, Nina, and Karin— These universty women are neverill social life. without smiles! Great teeth, girls!
University







Above: Jake and Steve use
Harrington Hallways to runway
their own fashion shows. Right:
On these cold nights, cuddling on
the couch is the perfect remedy,
until:"What's that smell?" Below:
Laudrydayisa community project
for Harrington residents.
Above:While the boys concentrat
on their hand-eye coordination, th
girlsworkontheir eye-cameracoor
dination! Below:Ted and Nika
Harrington'sresidentarm-wrestlin;
champs,aretemporarilyoutof com











ielow: I love this sharing thing ... freshman at Schiff work on Below: I just dig the dorms, and oh how I love my life one student

















Above: This student checks out
the tube on a lonely night.
O
< bn ^ bn
•ft: Photographer Branwell takes an artistic picture. Do you
iderstand the deep meaning?
Copy by Leatta Dahlhoff and Marissa Dijulio










































Oteve,a Sigma Chi, prepares to
iZJspike the ball during an IM
volleyball game. Greeks are ac¬
tive participants in sports, both
IM and Varsity. (Above Right)
T Turry and take the pictureso
A Awe can go study Stokstad!..
Gamma Phi's, Amy Butson,
Marissa Dijulio, Melissa Cohen,
and Caroline Johnson just fin¬
ished chapter and are ready todo










* I 'his year the Theta's particiX pated in the Pierce county
AIDS walk. Philanthropy is a
large part of the Greek system
and every house has a specific


















HPheta's, Sara Baze and
X Stephanie Ellis, pose for one
of themany pictures taken on bid
day. (Right)
A n all Greek barbeque was
./ Vheld earlier this year to pro¬
motegood relationshipsbetween
the houses.
1 I 'heta'sChrisMcKibban,KamiX Lemonds,KathleenTerrnien,
Mary Weaver, Megan Sety,Sara
Baze, Jena Wong, Di Au, Sarah
Garfunkel have some fun with
the newpledges on bid day.
(Above)
Fraternities
Copy and Layout by Marissa Dijuli6413l”
Beta Gamma Phi Phi Delt Pi Phi Theta Kappa
'V1AEs Ryan Brooks and Ryan
^rfBloedel are ready for a nightout on the town. The two Ryans
were dressd up for their func¬
tion, Famous Hollywood Stars.
(Right)
HPhese Alpha Phi's enjoy oneJL of the UPS student body's







K-Sig SAE Alpha Phi Sigma Nu Sigma Chi
K-Sig SAE Alpha Phi Sigma Nu Sigma Chi
M
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Few will remember totally but any memoi
















y at all is a blessing for some. Take advan-
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iMusic Psychology Business Leadership Psychology
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Biology Natural Science:Chemistry Psychology
f< - '
English Biology Economics English:Creative Writing
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Natural Science: Biology Psychology Economics English Literature “151”
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“ 152” Business Biology Occupational Therapy Mathematics
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BLP: Accounting Art/Mathematics Business Physical Education
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Economics/Mathematics FLIA Physics Business
Administration
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Barhydt, Kevin 49, 136
















"Some paopfa coma into oar fiuas and Cjaickfg
go, coma stag for ainhifa and laaoa footprints
on oar haarts and (£>a ara naoar auar tha sama.
(sSinna tha pooh






















on your successful col ¬
lege career. We're so
proud of you being able to
complete the Occupational
Therapy undergraduate
program and combine your
rigorous academic sched ¬
ule with your demanding
swim schedule. And to
top everything off, your
grades remained high and
you broke the UPS women's
100 yard backstroke



















































Brodin, Jared 76, 110, 111
Broek, Lisa 6
Brooks, Olivia 77
Brooks, Ryan 62, 102, 132,137
Broweleit, Matt 65
Brown, Damien 28, 137








Bushman, Jodie 76, 137
Butcher, Alva 12






























































Crocker, Amy 43, 138
Cruise, Marla 36
Culbertson, Jahn 150
Cullen, Molly 77, 150









Davis, Bryan 31, 81, 150









































































Franklin, Freda 104, 105, 169
Freeman, Kyle 139
Frost, Ginger 43
























Gima, Stevo 49, 139
Ginn, Meredith 78, 102, 139
Giorgianni, Scott 47
Glasgow, Jason 151
Glenn, Lindsay 43, 57, 60, 62,
139
Glover, Rebekah 151, 168
Glover, Ryan 152, 168
Goette, Rian 63






















Gulliford, Katie 102, 103, 139
Gustafson, Jabin 139
































































Horn, Monica 33, 140
Hovee, Luke 102
Hoverter, Ben 140




Out of small packages
coii w great tllings. l\ hat a
little dynamo you have
always been! We love you.
We are proud of you. We
congratulate you on your
success. We wish you the
very best for the future,
. /hid we know you'll gel it ,
















































































Jones, Natira 102, 141
Jones, Shaleah 141
Jones, Toni 62, 96













Kaiser, Kelly 90, 91
Kalinski, Laura 141
Kamiya, Curt 76




Keith, Jeff 152, 153
Kelly, Kelly 141
Kennedy, Chris 84, 85





































































































larsh, Sarah 62, 122
larshall, Jaime 142
lartin, John 154





























IcKee, Roslyn 62, 143
IcKenty, Theresa 76, 155
IcKenzie-Johnson, Alex 4
IcKibban, Chris 46, 131,155
IcLain, Renee 143





























































Congratulations, Kara, on your graduation!
FOR FOUR GREAT YEARS OF LEARNING
AND GROWTH , F RIENDS A ND A DVEN ¬
TURES, FROM T HE TRIA THLON TO
KAPPA, FROM LAT E N IGHTS TO GR EAT
POETRY, AND A BRIGHT FU TURE IN O C¬
CUPATIONAL TH ERAPY. W E ARE S O
PROUD OF ALL THAT Y O U ARE AND
HAVE DONE AT UPS.









































































































Robinson, Aubree 145, 147
Robinson, Lataunya 145, 147
Robinson,Solveig 16
Rocchi, Michel 17









Rowe, Penny 27, 57
Rowland, Thomas 7
Royston, Mary 104
Rubenstein, Gregg 36, 43
Rubin, Jamie 145, 147
Ruler, Ben 43
Russell, Kevin 35
Russell, Zachary 145, 147




It has been stressfull, it
has been fun, it has been




P.S. Thanks for the
memories
“ 164”
Sabin, Mary 62, 63
Sackman, Chris 110
Sagare, Trish 145,147
Salden, Monika 28, 77, 145, 147
Salisbury, Morgan 104
Salsca, Mary 63
Sammis, Jeffery 145, 147
Sanada, Ryan 156
Sanders, Paul 145, 147
Sandler, Florence 16




Sato, Dre 145, 147
Sauls, Ashley 43








Schroeder, Kristy 102, 103
Schulte, Anne 145, 147





Settle, Phoebe 145, 147
Sety, Megan 131























Smith, Catherine 157, 167
Smith, Darryl 25
Smith, Erika 104
Smith, Jamie 145, 147
Smith, Kim 102
Smith, Ryan 145, 147
Smith, Stuart 145, 147
Snider, Britten 47
Snider, Danielle 16, 77














Stephen, Kirsten Brannwell 137
Stevens, Arianne 76
Stewart, Kathy 25
Stewart, Keven 76, 157
Stirling, Kathleen 12
Stocker, Rachel 146






























Tengan, Ellen 33, 146














Tockston, Amelia 77, 146
Toguchi, Wendy 157
Tooker, Melanie 56
Toomey, Steven 50, 157
Tracy, Alison 146






























( ( Att i tude wi l l ge t you everywhere .
Love,


































Weidkamp, Kevin 78, 84
Weismantel, Lorraine 147
Weismantel, Lorri 33, 38
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Love from Mom and Dad. and all the Gang !
( yJe reproucf oj
you / rJwo cute fzids








yratufations / ’ ,
jSooe,
fJKom and Oad
>» v 'F; r>.
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ON A JOB WELL





















tt[c are proud of
cohat pou haoc ac
compltshcd but cspc-
ciallu proud of coho
pou art!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Gretchen, Christine
and Eddie
“170”
Jump For Joy, Angie!
You Made It! A
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“ The regatta is spread on the bay,
the race is begun...” Whitman
Congra tu l a t i ons Micha f j j l a
Ashe on a j ob we l l done !
With all our love,
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And above all*“ To thine ownself
be true..***
We know you*ll enjoy con¬
tinued success as you set
out on the rest of life*s












COME A LONG WAY, BUT THIS
IS ONLY THE BEGINNING,


















(de admire ahat you have done and are
roadofyour accomplishments. You can do
)hat you usant as (any as you try— so set your
oals andyo for it. Remember to keep smiliny
syou continue to embrace life’s challenyes
)ith the same enthusiasm you have demon-
trated in the past. You are uery special to us
nd (tie dish you success, happiness, and lose
laays.
MGMTUU)T(OlYS(!(!l((H! and here’s to the
XGSS of 1997.
ooe,























specifications: the 1997 tamanawas volume 77, was printed by josten’s publishing company in visalia, cali. the press run was 1,750 copies, at size 9x 12 inches, eac
containing 192 pages, pages are printed offset on 801b gloss paper using black ink with a multiple of second color tempo 540 navy, individual portraites were take
by jack phelps of Columbia photographic service, inc. of dackamas, Oregon, the cover is true life litho with a people grain, all design and layout for the book was
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In November, a hijacked
Ethiopian airliner crashes
after running out of fuel.
The crash occurs near a
resort beach in the
Comoros Islands in the
Indian Ocean. At least
123 of the 175 people




After 36 years, Central
America's longest civil
war ends when Indian
rebels and military





Communications for up ^to $21 billion in
November. The deal is
tha biggest foreign








visits the West Bank of







state. It is Hussein’s
first visit since Jordan
lost the territory to




^Bosnia's Muslim Party of
Democratic Action, is elected
chairman of the country's new
three-person presidency in
September The election is held
in accordance with provisions





October 25 to protest
cutbacks in social
services by the Ontario
government.
Thousands of people
march through the city
during "Metro Days
of Action," organized










A U.N. negotiated treaty
banning chemical
weapons worldwide is set




stockpiling or use of
chemical weapons, and
caiis for the destruction
of existing supplies. The
treaty is signed by 160
nations, including die U.S.
, V% AST5 7^
Russian
President Boris




surgery in November he:
returns to work.
The Miss World beauty
i pageant, held in Bangalore,
India in November, raises a storm of
protests, some violent, including one
by a group threatening to stage a
mass suicide during the pageant’s
telecast. A new Miss World is crowned
without incident.
Reuters/Arcmve Photos
A pipe bomb explodes in
tCentennial Olympic Park after
the first day of competition at the
Summer Olympics in Atlanta. Flags fly
at half-mast to mourn the 1 person
killed and more than 100 injured.
>.I-
.Pope John Paul II undergoes
surgery for an inflamed
appendix in October. His chief surgeon,
Dr. Francesco Crucitti, announces that
the 78-year-old leader of the Roman









4^ In a group so
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camps in Zaire in
November and begin a
journey home to
Rwanda, which they had
fled to escape a civil




Mass graves containing the
bodies of Muslims, allegedly
murdered by Serbs in 1992 during the
Bosnian civil war, are excavated in
Bosnia-Herzegovina throughout the







gjfck More than 300 Tutsi refugees
in the African country of
Burundi are slain by Hutus, a rival
ethnic group. The covered bodies,
mostly women and children, illustrate








Ocean, killing all 230
passengers and crew
members. The Boeing
747-100 was en route
to Paris from New





blamed for a truck bomb
that kills 19 U.S. service
people on June 25 in
Dhahran. Saudi Arabia.
Mourners grieve at a
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mPrince Charles,heir to theBritish throne, and
Diana, Princess of






















their teacher, and then
himself, at a Dunblane,
Scotland school in
March 1996. A month
after the tragedy,





the May 1996 election for
Prime Minister, defeating Prime
Minister Shimon Peres, whom
many Israelis think is making too








Tiis U.S. Army issues
strict new policies for drill
instructors and female





required to leave their












nominated for Secretary of State by
President Clinton on December 5.
Confirmed in office in January
1997, Albright is the first woman
to head the State Department.
r.fiurn-




Zoo, becomes a hero
when she rescues a
3-year-old boy knocked
unconscious after fallinc






illnesses since the 1991
Persian Gulf War, the
Pentagon warns they
may have been exposed
to chemical weapons.
The Pentagon reveals
that up to two tons of





mostly in the South, is
a serious problem in











| basement of her parents’
Colorado home the day
after Christmas. Her




Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich (R-Georgial
is fined $300,000 in a






4 Seven-year-old pilot JessicaX Dubroff is killed when her
Cessna airplane crashes shortly
after take-off in bad weather from
the Cheyenne, Wyoming airport.
Her flying instructor and her father,
the plane’s two passengers, are
also killed in the April 199B crash.
ivj











between the FBI and






r~w* Theodore Kaczynski, allegedi to be the “Unabomber," who
killed 3 people and wounded
more than 20 others with mail
bombs since 1978, is arrested in
Montana in April 1996. Information
provided by Kaczynski’s brother
leads to the arrest.





infested waters of a
Florida swamp 14 miles














H. Ross Perot to
become the 42nd
president of the U.S.
and the last president of
the 20th century.
Clinton is the first
Democrat since
Franklin Roosevelt to
be reelected to a
second term.
N \
A civil jury finds former football
r star 0.J. Simpson liable for the
June 12, 1994 wrongful deaths of his
ex-wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and
her friend, Ronald Goldman. In a
unanimous verdict, the jury awards
$8.5 million in compensatory damages
to Goldman's parents. The Brown and
Goldman families are each awarded






admits four women, including
Petra Loventinska (left) and
Jeanie Montavlos. Montavlos
and another female cadet later














Topsail Beach, a town on an
island off the coast of North
Carolina, is one of many Eastern
locations hit hard by Hurricane Bertha
in July. Six powerful hurricanes, all with
winds over 110 miles per hour, made
1996 a near-record year doing $3.5




ji All 110 people aboard a
l ValuJet DC-9 are killed in
May 1996 when a fire breaks
out in the cargo hold. The plane,
en route from Miami to Atlanta,
crashes and disappears almost
completely into the Florida
Everglades, making it difficult for
workers to retrieve wreckage.
blacken more than
twice the acreage lost
to fires in an average
year. California,
Montana and Oregon
are particularly hard hit.
m
Sv.
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r 55T5 Security guard Richard Jewellis investigated as a suspect in
the July Olympic Park bombing. After
three months of media frenzy, during
which Jewell is a virtual prisoner in
his home, the U.S. Justice
Department admits there is no
evidence against him.
Six-year-old first-
grader Johnathan ^Prevette is suspended from
hie I evinnfnn Mm+h
4 *1 ' -mmmm
r





for violating the city
schools' sexual conduct
guidelines— he kissed a female
classmate. Prevette is quickly
reinstated after a nationwide
controversy over the suspension.
SCIENCE








Washington is the oldest





as the tribes from the
Native American
grounds where it is
found claim the
skeleton as an


















Nintendo 64, a new hardware
| system that draws players into the
game and moves three times
faster than any existing system.
Trauma Seal, a new
medics! adhesive that is
applied like a lip-balm
stick, is in clinical trials at
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police officers enter the
scene. Handlers are
developing bullet-proof
vests for the dogs
to wear.
A new category of animal
is discovered in the form
of bacteria that live on
the lips of lobsters.
Symbian pandora, which
lives on food scraps
from lobster lips, is called
"the zoological highlight
of the decade.”
4-An expedition to raise theTitanic, the legendary
“unsinkable” ocean liner that sank
on its maiden voyage In 1912,
from its North Atlantic grave more
than two miles deep, ends in failure
in August due to rough seas.
.e























¥ In August, scientistsdiscover evidence of
bacteria-like life on a meteorite
found in 1984 and believed to be
part of the crust of Mars 4.5 billion
years ago. It is the first possible






the savings of not
paying for cable
services cover the cost























33,000 feet in the air
on October 9. Molten
rock from the volcano's
5-mile-wide fissure
melts through more






The world’s largest flower, the
- Titan Arum, also known as the
"corpse flower." blooms in London’s
. Kew Gardens for the first time since
1963. The flower is nicknamed for
V . - its strong stench when in bloom.Lcp- V.C . - “t|
U ' lit ff ;. I New research| - _ ? suggests that hormone
/ r- • therapies can keep
T',i: ' ' . middle-aged men
stronger and more 2










Aquarium opens a new
wing in March 1996.
The million-gallon indoor
ocean showcases the
marine life of the
outer reaches of
Monterey Bay 5 to
60 miles offshore.
The Hubble Space Telescope
i captures new images of
quasars, the universe's most powerful
and baffling phenomena. Previously
thought only to exist in colliding
galaxies, new pictures indicate
quasars can also exist in undisturbed






anniversary of its founding with a
nationwide tour of prize exhibits,






J An "oxygen bar" in
i Toronto. Canada allows
patrons to pay $16 to spend
30 minutes breathing pure
oxygen. The owners of the 02
Spa Bar claim the treatment is
a healthy way to reinvigorate
the body and offer fruit “flavors'’
to liven up the experience
Paleoanthropologist
Mary Leakey, shown with
husband Louis Leakey in a 1959
photograph, dies in December.
Discoveries by the Leakeys
throughout their careers are
some of the most important
in paleoanthropological
history. Her greatest
. discovery was a trail











had been hinting at
retirement, re-signs
his contract with






Rozeile dies on December











for the fragrance Is so
high that manufacturer
Bijar: Fragrances limits






enjoys a long run on the
best-seller lists.
The National Women’s
Hail of Fame opens in
Seneca Falls, New York,
inducting 11 women,
including author Louisa
May Alcott, and Qveta







was known for being a
reconciler in churches
torn between tradition
and modern culture, as







-Fziky- Mother Teresa, 1979
Nobel Peace Prize winner,
suffers a heart attack in late
December. It is the 86-year-old
Roman Catholic nun’s fourth




A - Wl i” wood
Regis Philbin
appears with








: In Apni "1996, singeri Michael Jackson is seen
escorting a woman later identified
as Debbie Rowe, an employee of
Jackson's plastic surgeon. In
November, Jackson announces
that he and Rowe are married and
that she is carrying his child.
-qgf Music megastar Madonna
gives birth to Lourdes Maria
Ciccone Leon, a 6-pound, 9-ounce girl,
on October 14. Madonna’s big year
continues when she wins a Golden
Globe for her role in Andrew Lloyd




In October, TV talk-show host
I Jenny Jones testifies during the
Michigan murder trial of Jonathan
Schmitz. Schmitz was accused of killing
Scott Amedure, who revealed romantic
feelings for Schmitz during a March
1995 taping of a “Jenny Jones Show.”
In a small,
I secret ceremony
on an island off the
coast of Georgia, John
F. Kennedy Jr. marries
Carolyn Bessette, a
Calvin Klein publicist, in
September. Kennedy,
who dated Bessette for
two years, had long
been considered Dne






New York Yankees fan Jeffrey
I Maier interferes with a fly ball
during game one of the American
League Championship Series on
October 9. The hit is ruled a
home run, tying the game 4 to 4 in
the eighth inning and making Maier








is the final athlete to
bear the Olympic
torch, lighting the





^ More man ^.uuu^ l ~ items owned by formeri
,v
First Lady Jacquelyn Kennedy
Onassis and President John F.
Kennedy are auctioned off in
April 1996, including a
necklace of simulated pearls
shown in this 1969
photograph The fake pearls,
valued at $500 to $700, sell
for $211,500, bringing the
auction total to $34 5 million
*
WVWnte Word
Veteran comedian George Burns
dies in March 1996, just weeks
after reaching the age of 100. The
legendary Burns won an Oscar, an Emmy
and a Grammy Award in an illustrious












As a stand against the invasion
T of his privacy, George Clooney,
star of NBC's “ER,” boycotts
Paramount’s “Entertainment Tonight”
after its sister show “Hard Copy” runs
unauthorized footage of the actor’s
private life.
“leiit ’riS ' Arr "HVM plirtns
lAngela Lansburyappears in her finalseason as mystery writer Jessica
Fletcher on CBS's "Murder, She
Wrote." The hugely successful
show ran for 12 seasons. 8
r
t Basketball player
Kobe Bryant joins /
the Los Angeles Lakers j
straight out of high B














Tom Cruise stars in
Jerry Maguire, a
romantic comedy about a
sports agent who
decides to change his
shallow ways, and
spends the rest of the
mows trying to regain has
j








Spiner (right) star in
Star Trek: First Contact,
a movie featuring
characters from the TV




To honor the 20th
anniversary of its
release, producer George
Lucas issues a “remade”




Lucas’ grand plan calls
























Bros. TV from Shooting




Scott Adams’ Dilbert, the
comic strip about office
politics, captures the nation's
imagination. In book form, The








played by Gloria Reuben,
is relatively open about
her condition and helps
confront the stigma
of AIDS.
Q-IL Actors Winona Ryder and
Daniel Day-Lewis star in The
Crucible, which opens in December
The screen adaption of Arthur
Miller's famous play about the





Sherry Stringfield, Dr. Susan
Lewis on NBC's "ER,” leaves
the show at the peak of her
character’s popularity. In her final
episode, when Dr. Mark Greene,
played by Anthony Edwards, declares
his love for Susan, the show garners




20th Century Fox from Shooting Star
sA. Model Brooke Shields (center)
moves to television in NBC's
“Suddenly Susan,” a sit-com premiering
in September. Shields plays a columnist















much hype, with a movie
already in the works.
Academy Award-
T^ winning actor
Tom Hanks' first effort
at directing receives
critical praise when
That Thing You Do1, a
movie about the
meteoric rise and fall of















Bugs Bunny and Chicago Bulls
basketball star Michael Jordan
r
share top billing in Space Jam, a
partially animated feature film that
opens in late November.
20th Century Fox from Shooting Star m at
.
v f c. - - I
% v1
A Tom Cruise stars in
^I Mission: Impossible, based
on the 1960s and '70s television
senes of the same name. Despite





Danes star as the
classic star-crossed
lovers in the film
Romeo and Juliet.
John Lithgow (front right)
l earns both an Emmy and a
Golden Globe Award for Best Actor
in a Comedy Series in NBC’s “3rd
Rock From the Sun," a sit-com
about a family of aliens living in
contemporary America.
k \\ \ \ \> .v
J Actors Brad Pitt [left] and
\ ^ Jason Patric star in
Sleepers, a film about four men and
their extraordinary scheme to
revenge the abuse they experienced
as boys. The controversial movie
also stars Dustin Hoffman, Robert
e Niro and Kevin Bacon.
ft
A America’s favorite sit-cam
father, Bill Cosby, enjoys the
success of his new CBS show, “Cosby.”
In January 1997, however, tragedy
strikes as Cosby’s son Ennis is killed in
Los Angeles in an apparent
random robbery.
Michael J. Fox
returns to television in
September as a deputy
mayor in ABC's “ Spin M







Stars Bill Paxton and Helen
i Hunt flee a tornado of
awesome proportions in Twister,
another summer blockbuster,
which tells the story of storm
chasers highly devoted to studying












[left] and Noel Gallagher
cancel the remainder of
a U.S. concert tour in
September amid rumors
that their band, Oasis, is
breaking up. Denying the
reports, the brothers
announce they will
release a new album in
the summer of 1997.
flash
Falk and blues artist
Tracy Chapman returns
to the scene in 1996










in honor of his release
from his Warner Bros,
recording contract.
Guitarist. Slash of Guns
W Roses forms his own
band. His new group,
Slash's Biuos Bail, is a
six-man blues band
grounded in ths blues-
based hard rock of
the 1970s.
Rocker Sheryl Crow joins
the ranks of musicians
who have had their
albums banned from
Wal-Mart. The retail
giant objects to a lyric
alleging that kids kill each
other with guns they
obtained from the store.




The Beatles Anthology 3,
i the third and final album
from the reunited remaining
members of the band, is released
in November. Following the example
of their two previous anthologies,




-jji Bush, a British rock group with
an American "grunge" sound,
tours the U.S. to promote their album
Sixteen Stone. They release another
chart-topping album, Razorblade
Suitcase, in the winter.
Kiss bass guitarist Gene
l Simmons strikes a familiar
pose as the band kicks off a reunion
tour with a June 28 concert in
Detroit. The tour marks the first
time the original members of the
band perform together since 1979.
©
Heavy metal band Metallica
is the headlinina act for the
- * -V ll1 £
ft a ,3\ '
-k Canadian pop artist Celine
After 10 years of separation, members




show. Metallica remains high-
profile, winning an MTV award for
the year's Best Hard Rock Video
in September.
Dion tops the charts in
1996 with the album Falling Into
You, which sells more than 16
million copies worldwide.
their former lead singer, David Lee Roth [right],
at the MTV Video Music Awards in September.
Roth later claims he thought he was rejoining
the band, who chose a different lead singer.
4 No Doubt, fronted by leadV I singer Gwen Stefani, releases
Tragic Kingdom, which includes such
chart-toppers as “Just a Girl,”
“Spiderwebs,” and "Don't Speak.”mV
u 3lit a
Counting Crows’ second album,
1 Recovering the Satellites, is
released in October. The long awaited
follow-up to 1993's August and
Everything After debuts at number one
on the charts.
4 George Strait is honored by ther Country Music Association in
October with three major awards—
Single of the Year for “Check Yes or
No,” Album of the Year for Clear Blue
Sky, and Male Vocalist of the Yearw'/in 4-The hitsingle“Where It’s At”kicks off the new
Beck album
Odelay, which is
released to popular and
critical acclaim. Spin magazine
awards Beck Artist of the Year.
_ 4.m
A
Mike Hashimoto/NGI Irom LGiI lf
!M9 r- _^_Toni Braxton's second album,i Secrets, is released in summer
199B. Braxton wins RS.B Single of the
Year for “Let It Flow” at the Billboard




111Fourteen-year-old singingX sensation LeAnn Rimes is
nominated for the Country Music
Association's Horizon Award after
the breakthrough success of her
single “Blue.” The popular new star
is often compared to country
music legend Patsy Cline.
I" mit
Death Row Records
i co-founder Dr. Dre, often
dubbed the "godfather of 'gangsta'
rap," begins distancing himself from
hard-core rap. "Been There, Done
That," his break-away anthem,
premieres on MTV in September.
The music world is stunned in
September by the death of
rapper Tupac Shakur, killed in a drive-by
shooting in Las Vegas. Speculations as
to the killer’s motive abound, but the
year ends with no answers and
no arrests.
4 Alams Morissette’s JaggedyI Little Pill reigns the charts,
becoming the all-time top-selling
album by a female artist.
Morissette also dominates the
1996 Grammys by winning four
awards, including Best Album. rR.E.M.'s 12thalbum, NewAdventures in Hi-Fi, the
group’s first recording
since 1994's Monster,
is released by Warner
Bros, in September.
The Wallflowers, with
Jakob Dylan, son of
legendary folk artist Bob
Dylan, release Bringing Down
the Horse, which features hit










Tennis pro Pete Sampras
wins She eighth grand-
starri title of his career
at the U.3. Open in
September. Steffi Graf






the Atlanta Braves in a
four-game sweep, after
losing the first two
games. It is the first
series title for the
Yankees since 1978.
Pro boxer Mike Tyson
ioses his Heavyweight
Champion of tire
World title to Evander








reputation by kicking a
photographer in the




suspended for up to 11
games without pay,
costing him more than
$1 million, in addition to
a $25,000 fins to the







*2f *.3Ki Bello. Ailsoott
Team USA wins the World
\ Cup of Hockey, beating
Canada 5-2 in the final. Eight
teams from Canada, Europe and
the U.S. participate in the










Alomar is suspended for
five games, deferred to
the 1397 season, when
he spits on an umpire
during a heated
argument over a
questionable call in the
National League play-offs.
Controversy ensues over




Woods turns pro in August, making
the transition from exceptional
amateur golfer to well-endorsed
professional, including a deal
with Nike worth an estimated
$40 million.
Paul Molitor of the
Minnesota Twins becomes
the 21st player in major league
history to reach 3,000 career
hits. The milestone is reached in
September, when Molitor triples










Race car driver Terry Labonte
"^ r
"
wins NASCAR’s Winston Cup
championship with a total of 4,657
points after finishing fifth in the
final race, the Napa 500, at the
Atlanta Motor Speedway.
I Led by quarterback Brett
T Favre, the Green Bay Packers
beat the New England Patriots 35-21
in Super Bowl XXXI at the Louisiana
Superdome. It is the Packers’ first
Super Bowl since 1968.





Craig Jones, Allsport AP/Wide World
The U.S.
"T women’s mgymnastics team takes
the gold at the Summer
Olympics. Kerri Strug,
second from right, is
the heroine of the
competition, landing her






t %^-•m. U.S. swimmerAmy Van Dyken
wins the women's
10O-meter butterfly
event at the Olympic





Oyken wins a total of
four golds. The Chicago Bulls win their
fourth NBA chamDinnshin ii pio ip n six
years as they defeat the Seattle
SuperSonics in game six of the NBA
finals on June 16.
996 USA Today, reprinted with permission
U.S. Olympian
an O'Brien
racks up 8,824 points
to take the gold medal




j«L April 1996 marks the
I 100th running of the1 r i
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Olympic swimmer Tom
I Dolan captures another
gold for the U.S. as he wins
the 400-meter individual medley
on July 21. Dolan wins with a
time of 4:14.90.
Jean Driscoll (front right] of the
U.S. takes the silver in the
women’s 800-meter wheelchair race, a
demonstration sport, at the Summer
Olympics. Driscoll, seven-time winner
of the Boston Marathon, retires at the
end of 1996, after setting several






Basketball star Shaquille O’Neal
I jumps from the Orlando
Magic to the Los Angeles Lakers in
July. The deal is the richest in NBA




wins the 200-meter final




after he wins the i
400-meter race, J
making him the first






T centerfielder Kirby Puckett
announces his retirement from
baseball in July. A serious eye
ailment forces Puckett to give up
the game, but he manages to
maintain his upbeat attitude at
press conferences and interviews.




A-SN»iflash A “Sesame Street" stuffedtoy causes panic among
holiday shoppers. Tickle Me Elmo
sells out in stores nationwide, and
has shoppers fighting over scarce
inventory and paying hundreds of







own blood and then send
it away to be tested
confidentially.
3*
0' 3*;4- The minimum
T>'> wage is
raised to $4.75 in©Advancing technology i
means mere options I
on telephones, 1
including Caller ID, "
which becomes more
common chan ever in
1996. The display unit
allows people to see the
name and number of
their caller before even
answering the phone.
\ 0* r
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The My Twmn Doll Company
\ offers individually crafted
dolls that replicate, from a photo,
the eye color, hair and facial
features of a living girl . Each doll
comes with two matching outfits,







One bottle of the
uncarbonated water
contains as much




Authors Elian Fein and
Sherris Schneider
release The Rules, a
controversial manual
teaching women
strategies for getting a
man to propose
marriage. While the book
draws criticism from







The LJ.S. Postal Service
issues stamps
commemorating






















work to wear more
comfortable, casual
clothing on Fridays.
Nail polish colors get darker
and funkier. Deep browns






























. Axelrod, Evan M.
Bacher, Brie M.
Bacon. Suzanne C.
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f 'erguson, Courtney,J.Jicvciellofason T.
finklcinjldamj.
'/ lores, Mary flfisctn (X
Jlynn, Douglass.yl.
,/ blkwein 1‘iiura.J..Porbesjethro M.
J'brman.Adam R.


























J laddix. JCimberly B.
JIatey , Grelchen S.
J laminarJohathan W.
JleunmelJererny B.








.) lartwigsen, Kristen 4










.f ledum, Candace R.
.J lee, Jyrna J?.
Jleinrieh.Tara4
. field, Brian X.




.J figashi, Xaren M.
Jligby,.Angie X
. flight, Dawn M.





















































XinyuunJulie. / 1.Knudsenjianrudi X







































Mac Pend. -Steven M.
MackeyJon 0.
Madden, Dannah 4
Moffett, StephenJ.
I

